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when people ask me who it was that committed this act
of treachery, the one i do not want to specify, i stutter, i

become startled, i fabricate the reaction of forgetting his
name. i don’t do it for his sake; he was from out of town,

nobody on my high school campus knows of him. i
choke down those five sickening letters so they stain my

lungs and embellish the back of my brain, like a
branding. it burns.

 
 

i can’t say his name because i do not have control. it’s
like an insult, a slur. i don’t utter the word because i

know he would probably be proud if people “knew” it
was him. they would have to put a face to the name. i
wonder if they would picture him as unattractive, as

disgusting, as a lonesome and tiresome disfigurement,
manipulating someone else’s own
body in someone else’s own home.

 
i look into the eyes of a lover, a new lover, a fresh soul
with skin undamaged and hands not yet infringed. he
tucks my damaged hair behind my listening ear and

kisses my screaming mouth. he tells me he’ll protect me,
but he is not a time traveler; the girl who needs

protecting is twelve years old in the arms of a pungent
sophomore, small figure and short hair resting up

against the chest of someone much older, an enigma of
the night, arms outstretched in all the areas they

shouldn’t have been.
 

i can’t swallow. i can’t breathe.

allowance 
maya coles

(she/her)
***Trigger warning for SA
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that night, the couch cradled me like a child, the setting for my sleep. but i didn’t dare
close my eyes after waking up to the abomination, hands up against me like felt

torture and a crown made of thorns. i froze.
 

now and again, the feeling washes over me like an ice cold shower, like hot tar or
brittle air or a dream in which i’m falling; like a scratch i itch so hard, i bleed; like tears

so populous, i can’t see the dull road as i drive. i couldn’t see my demise if it was two
feet in front of me.

 
my track record of running to the bathroom in fear and melancholia began that night;
the overwhelming feeling, the contempt, the violation, like i was outside my own body,

like it didn’t belong to me, like the girl with her knees up to her chin on the cold tile
was someone i could possibly avoid. it was then i realized i was only a privilege when i

was taken, not earned. when i was young and convenient. my subconscious fear of
going to sleep, of laying with another man, even one my age. letting someone touch me

because they think i'd enjoy it. somehow, such a selfless act can be so cruel.
 

i am grateful the moment didn’t continue or progress with the removal of my shorts,
that my future wasn’t in physical jeopardy — just mental; that i was clothed and

sheathed and protected, that there were people asleep in the same room, so if it went
further, i could cry out and risk a reputation.

 
i am ruined more than he is.
less than he could’ve been.

more than i should’ve been.

author bio:
My name is Maya Coles, and I am going to be attending the University of La Verne in the fall as
an English major. Hence my field of study, in school, the only subject I really connected to was
English, along with my extracurriculars that involved art and writing. I love to make my own

stories and draw from my own experiences, I love the endless creativity associated with any form
of art, and I enjoy analyzing the reasoning behind authors writing the way they do. I write about
insecurities, as well as overcoming them. I write when I’m happy the same way I write when I’m

sad — forcefully and wholeheartedly. Attempting to make every single one of my pieces
beautiful and tasteful, I hope they are able to resonate with others and find little homes in their

hearts.
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In the belly of the beast
I linger for the better part of time

I suppose it’s safer and warmer in here
Mauve pink acid softens my flakey skin

 
Barbed pikes poke holes in my lair

Monuments of close calls
 

In a little while, I will emerge
From my cocoon of orthodox shame

A church bell will ring
And all but myself will hear its song

 
The songs I sing will fall from my lips

And sink lower than any chasm
 

Shackles envelop my swollen ankles and delicate shoulders
Gripping me with a spirited intensity, I feel held

Who am I to say I’m being restrained
When my own emancipation oppresses you

S P O I L E DS P O I L E D
S A N I T YS A N I T Y

B Y  E M E R S O N  N A T H A N

AUTHOR BIOAUTHOR BIO

I’m Emerson Nathan, and I’ll be attending a local community college next school year
with a major in English. My writing draws inspiration from beat generation icons -

Allen Ginsburg and Jack Keruoac, as well as my own personal experience with
observing and progressing consciousness. I’m trying to use language as a tool to

capture ideology, feelings, experiences, and truth. I’m excited to contribute
perspective and spark curiosity into any readers willing to listen.

(he/they)
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The Dutch House 
Review by Clara-Lane

(she/her/hers)

Synopsis: Maeve and Danny are siblings
that live in a mansion that is referred to as
The Dutch House. The story is developed
particularly through Danny’s eyes— and
the story is told through the duration of
their lives. Following the family and staff of
the estate through the decades, Patchett
displays a story of grief and struggle from
losing family members, their childhood
home, and the wealth that was present in
their adolescence but was taken from them
in adulthood.  

 
Review: What I found compelling about The Dutch House by Ann

Patchett was how the house was essentially the main character in the

novel. They loved their home, despite the fact that their most

traumatic memories lived there with them: the abandonment of their

mother, the inevitable death of their father, and the betrayal of trusted

step-parents. To me, this novel described how complex grief can be.

How often do we find ourselves attached to it, unwilling to put it

down? All the memories of the house are haunted by death and

detachment— but Maeve and Danny still insist on staying,

remembering, and revisiting. After their father’s passing they lose

access to the family wealth and are forced to live on the opposite end

of the economic scale— and through the story Patchett describes

what all of these losses add up to: grudges and attachment to trauma

that is nearly irreversible. However not only is it grief of all their

literal losses, it's grieving the old versions of themselves that could

have been. All of the opportunities lost, connections severed. It is a

very engrossing and deliberate story— one that is less about plot and

more about the characters. With a strong vein of melancholy through

the novel that is heartbreakingly, numbingly beautiful. Overall, an

epic and read-worthy novel; even saying that much is minimal to how

I feel about it. Bravo Ann Patchett!
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The night is blacker
 

than the skin I’m living in,
 

But still I wonder
 

why do they fear the darkness
 

and curse the light when it shines?

TANKATANKA
POEMPOEM

BY LOUIS DENSON
(HE/HIM/HIS)
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Just Another Night In a
Cowboy Hat By Teya Thompson (she/her/hers)

Artist Bio: Hii, my name is Teya and I’m a graduating student at SF State. I get a lot of
enjoyment when I do self portraits like this, usually as acrylic paintings. It's really
satisfying to see how much my style has changed as well as myself. Each time I feel
like I hit a new artistic era, my style gets looser and it’s always so exciting. I would

love to become an art teacher/professor and encourage more people to do self
portraits to see the different way others depict themselves. :,)
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I’ve been waiting for my friend to tell me he’s outside my house so we can go
out. He said he’d be over in five minutes but that was a half hour ago. I’ve just
been sitting in my room on my computer, waiting. I hear a knock on the door.
Finally, I would’ve preferred a text first that he’s outside but this’ll do I guess. I
walk over to the front and open the door, only...he isn’t there. I peek my head
through the doorway and look around. All I see is the street at night and a few
cars going by. I look down and notice a black box on the porch steps. It’s pretty
late for mail to come at this time but not completely unheard of, right? I gaze at
it for a second and grab it. Inspecting the package, I check for where it was
shipped from but the info isn’t there. I then see just one sticker with a label that
reads “CAUTION: MAY BITE”. My head isn’t thinking much but
a sudden panic waves through my body like a cold. I lay it on my dining table in
the back and dash to the kitchen for a knife. The box had no holes and no sound
came from it. Is it already too late? Oh shit, what am I gonna do? I found a
small knife that I believe will do the job. I shakily cut along the tape holding the
flaps together. I prepare to open it...but I hesitate. I don’t think I can bear to
look at a dead animal. I stand there trying to muster the strength to do so but I
just can’t. I walk back to the living room and cry expletives. I’m hysterical at this
point. Then I hear the sound of scampering...followed by glass shattering. My
eyes widen with fear. I don’t turn around for a few seconds, scared of what I
may see. The flaps are open and my back window is shattered. What the fuck
was in that box? How is it alive? I walk to my backyard and look around. I wave
the light on my phone around and call out “hello?”. It’s cold and I just wanna get
back inside. It remained dead silent for minutes and I headed back to the
warmth that is my house. I look inside the box and it’s just pitch black.

CAUTION:

 MAY BITE
By Steven Avalos

(they/them)
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Why did I receive this package? Why me? I hear a knock at my door. I slowly
make my way through the house and peep outside. It’s my friend. Now he wants
to fucking show up? Not the worst thing I suppose. Now I’ll have someone
to explain things to. “Sorry man, traffic was such a pain in the ass and I had to fill
up on gas”. He says. I barely acknowledge and tell him that I have to show him
something. I head over to the box until I hear him ask a question. “Why didn’t
you bother to see if I was alive?”. Everything became still. My head is the only
thing that can turn his way. “I could’ve been a poor little creature that needed aid
and yet, you walked away”, he says. “I- uh- I don’t know what you’re
trying to say”, I responded. His face has now become straight as a statue, eyes
blackening, breathing heavily, and growing ever so slightly. He speaks again but
now his voice has become dark and wicked. “I’m really disappointed in you”. I
want to run but my body is frozen. My brain is screaming to run but I just can’t.
Wake up. Wake up. Please wake the fuck up. “But don’t worry”, it says while
smiling with rows of teeth gunned at me. “There’s nothing you could’ve done to
change this. If it makes you feel any better...I won’t bite”.
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By Kenzie Metcalf
(she/her)

 

You create a rot inside me
The longer I spend in your company

the further my insides shrivel.
Any ounce of familiarity with

my being dissipates.
Your eyes dillute me

In the delusion
Of your pretty lies

I implode with your every touch
 

drained of
my vitality

Like the spider
That was captured,

Confined by my family
and i

when I was a kid.
Suffocated, all hope of
Freedom striped away,

Sequestered to the
confines of a small jar

In the desolate basement.
You corroded my entire being

With you, I decay.

My name is Kenzie Metcalf and I am a poet, writer, and artist currently studying at Fairhaven

College at Western Washington University. Poetry is the way in which I express the depths of

my being and my experience of the world around me. I find writing poetry enables an articulation

of myself that is challenging to express in other mediums. My poems are honest representations

of even the most difficult of emotions. At times they may seem harsh but I simply see this as a

way of wrestling with the complicated word, of processing moments in time, relationships and

sensations. I am an artist and creative in order to breathe, to experience my existence in a more

fulfilling way.

Decay

Artist Bio
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Heart by
Mox
album Heart clocks in at only 33 minutes but is able to succinctly and
beautifully make its point in introducing the artist Mox to a wider
audience, a welcome that opens the door to the soul of a new kind of
performer and hopes to stay open.

Earlier this year, the
debut LP of Central
Valley artist Mox was
released. Emerging from
the obscure, but tight-
knit music community of
Merced, California, the  

A music review
 by M.A. Lopez

(he/him/his/él)
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cont.
Though the album itself is not very
long to listen to, the true journey for
the listener lies within the intimate
words found in each song. Even
instrumental tracks offer the listener
a chance to assess the calm and
serene moments between silence
and music from the soul. At the risk
of describing the album as lofi, the
uniquely minimalist approach to
designing each track
guides the listener through a steady
stream of emotions, anxieties and
all-too-familiar realizations that
everything around us is changing.
Utilizing simple melodies and a
balanced mix of electric instruments
and intimate vocals, the album
blends the sincerity of the artist’s
lyrics with the simmering
imagination behind the music. To
any average listener, the relatively
limited use of complex melodies and
overdubbed sounds could create the
impression of unprofessionalism, but
to understand the dialogue that is
created with each track, the album
Heart lives up to its name to form an
ethereal, uncomplicated glimpse
into the creative spirit that lives in
the heart of the artist, and perhaps
in every listener as well.

Mox offers an enriching listening
experience not just with nuanced
playing styles but
with a kind of singing that relaxes
and lulls the listener into a state of
trust, one that could be compared
to hearing a close friend sing
around the campfire while the mix
of warm vocals
compliment the earnestly written
and simply enjoyable music. In
hearing the electric guitar play an
opening melody, there lies so
much depth within so simple a
tune, as if the artist truly
understands the impact of the
phrase: “less is more”. In tracks
such as “Trust” and “Melanie”, the
nuanced melodies are perfectly
balanced with the calm and
dreamlike vocals, weaving a blend
of graceful sounds that can
usually only be found in the
echoes of some great cave or the
natural rhythm of a gentle stream.

Some music is best listened to with
eyes closed and with the album
Heart being a brief, but beautiful,
concoction of sounds, emotions
and beauty, the imagery that
comes to mind could be compared
to the colors of Matisse, the depth
of Manet and the serenity of
Millais, all under the simple grace
of the artist Mox.

I’m M, and I’m an English major at UC Merced. I’m studying to be an
educator and when I’m not tutoring or teaching part-time, I write songs

and play guitar. To me, music is the rare universal language that can
speak to every person’s soul, no matter where they come from or what
kind of life they’ve lived. Living in the Central Valley opened my eyes to a
new kind of underground music scene of up and-coming artists, some of
whom go to school with me. If I’m being totally honest, I don’t consider
myself to be nearly as talented or skilled as they are and while I’m only

getting started with my own musical training and experience, I think
listening to my friends’ music and being with them while they play and

perform inspires me to grow as an artist.

Author Bio:
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A WildA Wild
Patience HasPatience Has

Taken Me HereTaken Me Here
  

Short film review by Springer
Chorpash

(she/her/hers)

Generations of experience 
detailed in a short film that
behaves more like a time

capsule than an analysis on
how queer culture has

bloomed and evolved,  A
Wild Patience Has Taken Me
Here moves mountains. We

follow an older lesbian
woman and the slow, whole
embracing of her sexuality

as she rejects the shame that
has relentlessly and

faithfully shadowed her.

Director Érica Sarmet crafts a deliberate ode to queerness, one that outlines
the underbelly of lesbian culture that has traditionally defined Brazil. A

Wild Patience Has Taken Me Here shines a prideful light on the monogamous
characters it brings to life. Here, we are offered a close encounter into

desire: desire for sex, for belonging, for shamelessness, for freedom. Érica
Sarmet's filmmaking promotes the bridging of the gap that separates

generations of queerness, reminding one another that before liberation
and pride in identity came secrecy, discreetness, and fear. Sarmet pays
homage to generations before her, and queer artists and activists who

construct her perspective, with an archive of footage and photographs that
illustrate the raw history she references. 

 
This tender glimpse into five individuals who are simultaneously miles
from the finish line and miles outbound after the ringing of the starting

gun reminds us of the work that has been done in the name of queer
celebration, and the work that we must still do. You can find A Wild Patience

Has Taken Me Here on Mubi, and you can support the director on their
instagram, @ericarsarmet. 
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Matt and Josh are two friends that are about to head to their friend Andy’s house for his

birthday. They’re standing at the front of Matt’s house.

Matt: Did you bring it?

Josh: Bring what?

Deep inhale from Matt.

Matt: Please tell me you’re joking, we’ve talked about this for months!?

Josh is squinting his eyes in thought. The look only frustrates Matt further.

Josh: .... I don’t think I’m following?

Matt: Jesus Christ! It’s meant for Andy cause we felt bad about how shitty his birthday was last

year.

Josh: I remember how much the party sucked but not much besides that.

Matt: Yeah and you drank a shit ton and I needed to drive you home.

Josh: Can’t remember that either but I believe it.

Matt: No shit you don’t remember! Well, afterwards, we texted each other about what to get him

this year! Just you and me!

Josh: ... Ohhhhhh!

Matt: Jogging your memory now?

Josh: I think so but...

Matt: But what?

Josh: I thought you were buying it?

Matt puts his hands in his back pockets.

Matt: Nope, never said that. I specifically remember you saying that you had plenty of money to

buy it.

THE GIFT

by Steven Avalos

(they/them)
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Josh: Wait, did I actually say that?

Matt: Yes, you fucking did! What the hell are we supposed to do now? We’re supposed to meet

at his place in a half hour?

Josh: We could let him know that we planned on getting it for him.

Matt: That’s lame.

Josh: It is, but do we have many other options?

Matt: Well... there is something else we can actually get.

Josh: There is?

Matt: Yup! You just might know what it is as well.

Josh: ...

Matt awaits a response

Josh: Ohhhh! I definitely know what you’re talking about!

Matt: Finally, we’re on the same page. How about you drive us to get it right now?

Josh walks to his car. Just before he gets inside, he looks at Matt.

Josh: Hey! Quick question.

Matt: What?

Josh: Which place are we going to?

There’s an awkward silence between the two. Matt stares into Josh’s soul and Josh is unable to

look away.

Matt: You still have no clue what I’m trying to talk about, do you?

Josh: Nope.

Matt puts his head down and sighs. Then puts his hand out toward Josh.

Matt: Give me those keys.

Josh: It’s my car.

Matt: Couldn’t care less.
15



Josh: Ugh! Fine.

 

Josh hands the keys to Matt and the two switch sides.

Matt: Un-fucking-believable.

The two get in the car and buckle in.

Josh: Matt?

Matt’s head makes a stone grinding turn toward Josh.

Josh: Can I put on some music?

Matt gives no reply and turns back to the road.

Awkward pause.

Josh: Oh! I remember now! Andy wanted a-

Matt: Too late. Shut up.

Josh: Okay...

AUTHOR BIO
Steven Avalos is a Creative Writing undergrad at

San Francisco State University who is still
learning about themselves and will likely stay that

way for awhile. They mostly work on a mix of
post-apocalyptic fiction, sci-fi, and horror but with

a curiosity for drama and satire. With a focus
on character dynamics and world building, they
want to share the journey of literature to anyone

who’s interested in the said genres, but also looking
for stories they can find themselves in.

They strive to create stories and build worlds that
people can escape to and resonate with

through their characters. They want their stories
and characters to express things about

themselves that they struggle to convey and hope
to inspire others who are in a similar position.
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HAIKU FOR A RAINY DAYHAIKU FOR A RAINY DAY
BY LOUIS DENSONBY LOUIS DENSON

(HE/HIM)(HE/HIM)

I am late for class
 

The sweat on my forehead shines
 

They know it’s not rain

Rain taps in the ground

Fingers on a keyboard dance

What tongue does rain speak?

The waves are too big
 

The current took me away
 

I cannot see land

Author Bio:
I, Louis, am from San Diego. I am a creative writing and cinema student at San

Francisco State University. I love being barefoot, surfing, finding and listening to
music, and watching movies. I am a romantic idealist with a jaded and cynical world

view which often juxtaposes my overall happy and excitable disposition. Through
creative mediums, I hope to engage with an audience who share and embrace

alternative perspectives.
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Ascension
By Steven Avalos

(they/them)
Our god shall come and not keep silence: a fire shall devour before him, and it

shall be very
 

tempestuous round about it.
 

Psalms 50:3
 

Sunday, October 1st, 2023

Your alarm goes off at 8 in the morning. It takes a few minutes but you eventually
get up and head to the kitchen. Just the usual egg over medium with a slice of

toast. So tired, slowly eating your breakfast while doom scrolling through your
phone. Whatever willpower you have to be productive is slowly being crushed by
how depressing everything is in the world. You go to look out the window hoping

to find some solace but of course it’s overcast, just as the news said it
would be. Still, getting to see the whole city from your apartment is enough. A mix
of tall buildings either meant for residence or white-collar business and so many

people walking on the streets. Couples going out on morning dates, parents taking
their kids to the park, believers heading to church for prayer.

Just then, you notice something. There are trickles of light breaking through the
clouds. The people on the street are taking notice of this as well. You want it to
break through your window to help revive your near dead plants but the light

doesn’t come. You remember that you still have work and walk over to the
bedroom to finish getting ready. Just as you get dressed, there’s

a faint sound of someone screaming. It freezes you for a moment. People yell all
the time, especially in the city. But something was different about this. It’s now

sounding like the person that’s screaming is also trying to say something but you
can’t make it out. Another voice screams. You can’t help but look out the living

room window again. The sky looks a lot brighter as you’re walking up to the glass.

A gasp is all you can let out.

Your eyes are straight forward as you witness the spectacle outside. It’s...people in the
air. Not falling to the ground but instead rising toward the clouds. There’s someone

right in front of your window. They’re horizontal facing the ground and they
have...wings. The wings are flapping despite their struggles to come back down. As

hard as they try to swing their arms, the wings are too strong and guide them
through the cracks of light. And just like that, you can no longer hear them as their
screams fade away. You’re looking across the city and notice the number of wings
have grown. Everyone’s screams have become one and now they are all in sync to
the tune of a haunting choir. Some of their loved ones try to hold on but it is of no
use as they have no wings of their own and eventually lose their strength. You hear
the smacks on the pavement and the reactions of horror from those who can only

watch from below. But you don’t bother to look down; the light has a firm grasp on
your attention and refuses to let go. The cracks split further across the clouds as

more bodies find their way through. You can’t remember the last time you blinked.
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This sight in front of you is...mesmerizing. When the first body flew up, your blood
ran cold, but the longer you watch the more your heart fills with warmth. It’s

comforting. You’re no longer sure if the shock has frozen you or if desire has kept
you watching. What would you do if you were part of this? Would you plead to come
back down to Earth? Why? Why should you remain here? A place full of misery and
pain. What if you have a purpose up there? So why aren’t you joining them? Has the
life that you lived so far not warranted a pair of wings of your own? What could you

have done wrong? Did you not show enough love to others?

The clouds have closed and the light dimmed. You begin to feel...disappointed.
Disappointed in the fact that you weren’t good enough to relinquish your time on

Earth. Instead, you remain, with the others who like you are unfit to join.

Don’t worry. Perhaps this is a sign. There is still time to earn your place there. The
thought of it brings a smile to your face. Because you know just as well as anyone

else does...that everyone’s time will come one day, especially for you.
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